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The fact that two ears are better than one is well-established. The human auditory system integrates information from both ears providing benefits in terms of
loudness, localization, sound quality, noise suppression, speech clarity and listening in noise. The ability
to selectively attend to particular sounds, like a single
voice among many talkers, is one of the most amazing
and significant benefits of binaural hearing.
Binaural advantages exist even in the presence of
peripheral damage to the auditory system, though absolute performance may be worse than with normal
hearing. In fact, if audibility of auditory cues is provided via amplification, binaural advantages for those
with hearing impairment are nearly as substantial as
for normal-hearing listeners. Nevertheless, certain factors in bilateral hearing instrument use may still disturb
some binaural hearing cues.
CrossLink Directionality with Personal Sound ID supports binaural auditory processing. Using 4th generation 2.4 GHz wireless technology and introduced in the
Beltone Legend™, CrossLink Directionality with Personal Sound ID enables the listener to make use of better
ear and awareness listening strategies in a natural way.
Personal Sound ID is modeled on natural processes in
the peripheral auditory system in order to deliver the
best signals to the brain, enhancing localization and
sound quality. In this way, the brain can effortlessly
carry out what no hearing instrument system can ever
do. Hearing instrument wearers can easily orient themselves in their environment, selectively pay attention to
the sounds of interest to them, and shift their attention
among sounds.

Binaural Processing
and Hearing Instruments
In reference to hearing instruments, the term “binaural
processing” has come to refer to the use of information exchanged between devices to enhance signal
processing for the benefit of the hearing instrument
user. However, most examples of binaural processing
in hearing instruments are based on the assumption
that the sound of interest to the hearing instrument
wearer can be accurately determined by the hearing
instrument system. Not only is this a grossly incorrect
assumption, it also prevents the brain from carrying out

binaural auditory processing in a natural way.
Binaural processing in hearing instruments typically
uses communication between the devices to identify
and enhance the loudest speech signal in the environment. Modern hearing instrument technology has
made it possible not only to use hearing instrument
technologies to preferentially amplify sounds coming
from any direction in relation to the user, but to do this
automatically. Figure 1 illustrates the logic of such a
system. Acoustic features are extracted from the signal
picked up by each hearing instrument. These features
are compared and analyzed, resulting in an “acoustic
scene”. The acoustic scene categorizes the types of
sounds in the environment as well as the general direction of certain sounds, speech in particular. Based on
the acoustic scene, the hearing instrument system applies technologies including directionality, noise reduction, and gain to preferentially amplify the most intense
speech signal.
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Figure 1. Most hearing instruments with binaural processing attempt to
identify and enhance the loudest speech in the environment without regard
for listener intent.

The rationale for this approach is that it supports a better ear listening strategy by amplifying speech on one
ear or from one direction while attenuating noise on the
opposite ear or from other directions. On the surface,
this makes sense. It emulates the naturally occurring
phenomenon whereby listeners move their heads or
lean toward a speaker of interest to enhance the audibility of the speech on the side with the best signalto-noise ratio. Such a strategy can improve signal-tonoise ratio in the better ear by 8 dB or more1. However,
a problem arises in that the system decides on behalf
of the hearing instrument wearer what the most salient
sound in the environment is at any given time.

Nearly any listening situation provides examples of
why hearing instrument binaural processing carried
out in this way creates disadvantages for the listener.
This is because real-world listening environments are
dynamic. The signal of interest and competing noises
may move, and they may change. The talker who is of
interest one moment is the competing noise source the
next. A noisy restaurant is often used as an example
of when hearing instrument binaural processing as described above would be advantageous. As long as the
situation remains static, and there is only one person
talking from one direction that the hearing instrument
wearer wants to hear, this approach can be desirable.
But as the talker of interest switches from the right to
the left side of the listener and back again, and as a
new talker of interest – like a waiter – appears from
behind, the listener is restricted by the information the
hearing instrument system has decided is important.
Everyone who fits hearing instruments is familiar with
the term “directional benefit”. This quantifies the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio for a signal occurring from a particular direction (usually in front of the
listener) that is provided by directional processing. But
what happens when the signal of interest comes from
a different direction? This will happen more often than
not in dynamic, real-world listening situations. Not only
will the desired sound not be preferentially enhanced,
but it will actually be suppressed. The degree to which
this occurs depends on the angle of arrival and the
directional characteristics of the system. When offaxis signals are the signals of interest, the effect of
directional processing becomes a “directional deficit”,
meaning that it is detrimental to the audibility of the
desired sound.
To mitigate the directional deficit and limiting nature of
this type of hearing instrument binaural processing, listeners typically perform orienting behavior strategies
via head movements. This refers to small head movements which listeners naturally carry out to make sense
of their auditory environment and help them locate and
focus on signals of interest. Head movements provide
additional acoustic cues that the brain can efficiently
use to this end. In the case where hearing instrument
technology is applied that enhances a particular signal, and the actual signal of interest occurs from a different direction, it is assumed that compensatory head
movements will allow the user to quickly reorient to the

desired sound. So, in the noisy restaurant example,
this behavior is assumed to enable the user to follow a
conversation occurring around him or her.
Brimijoin and colleagues2 tracked head movements
of listeners fit with directional microphones that provided either high or low in situ directionality to test
the idea that directionality might complicate natural
orienting behavior. They asked participants to locate
a particular talker in a background of speech babble.
Their results showed that not only did it take longer
for listeners wearing highly directional hearing instruments to locate the speaker of interest, but that
they also exhibited larger head movements and even
moved their heads away from the speaker of interest
before locating the target. This represents a clear difference in the strategy employed when wearing highly
directional hearing instruments versus those providing
little-to-no directionality. Rather than a simple orienting
movement, listeners were performing a more complex
search behavior when wearing the highly directional
microphones. The authors suggested that the longer,
more complex search behavior could result in more of
a new target signal being lost in situations such as a
multitalker conversation in the noisy restaurant scenario. In all, this switch in strategy leads to more effortful
listening, which is in complete contrast to the desired
effect of the processing.
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the listener can take advantage of depending on the
location of the signal-of-interest. An extension to the
better ear strategy model includes the omnidirectional
directivity effects of binaural listening to describe the
listener’s ability to remain connected and aware of the
surrounding soundscape. Where the head shadow
effect plays a role in improving the signal-to-noise
ratio in one of the two ears, the awareness strategy
looks at how the two ears, due to their geometric
location on the head, allow for the head to be acoustically transparent and keep the listener connected
to their listening environment. The listener can make
use of either the better ear strategy or the awareness
strategy at will.
An analogy to these two strategies exists in the visual
domain. With the right eye closed, people with normal
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Figure 2. Example trajectories of head movements to locate a target speaker
when wearing omnidirectional (top panel) or directional (bottom panel)
microphones. The pattern of head movements was more complex and it
took longer for participants to locate the target when wearing directional
microphones. This illustrates a shift in strategy from simple orienting behavior
to active, more effortful searching2.

Supporting True Binaural Processing
Beltone sound processing seeks to leverage technology to support - not replace - natural hearing. CrossLink
Directionality with Personal Sound ID exemplifies this
philosophy. It encompasses a binaural microphone
steering strategy that enables hearing instrument
wearers to use different listening strategies, and builds
on this with processing to enhance an auditory sense
of space designed in accordance with knowledge of
auditory physiology and open ear acoustics.

Binaural Listening Strategies
As previously described, one strategy that listeners
employ is referred to as “the better ear strategy”.
According to this strategy, listeners will accommodate their position relative to the desired sound to
maximize audibility of that sound, and rely on the ear
with the best representation (SNR) of that sound.
The directivity patterns of both ears contribute to this
ability to focus3 with the head shadow effect playing a
critical role. The combined directivity characteristics of
the two ears form a perceptually focused beam that

visual processing will see a solid image of the left side
of their nose, with the nose blocking visual information occurring to the left of the nose. The opposite occurs if the left eye is closed. The nose is analogous to
the head shadow in the auditory domain, where some
acoustic information from one side of the head is not
available to the opposite ear. With both eyes open,
each side of the nose is visible but transparent, such
that a fused image of the entire visual field from each
eye is also visible. It is possible to choose to focus on
the nose or to ignore this visual information and focus
on something else in the visual field. In the auditory
domain, binaural listening strategies enable focusing
on a particular sound by taking advantage of improved
SNR or monitoring the entire auditory scene by means
of the head’s acoustic transparency.

CrossLink Directionality
With CrossLink Directionality, the brain receives all
sound inputs and can choose to attend to certain signals in the auditory scene, making use of both the better
ear and awareness listening strategies. These strategies
can be used by the aided listener only when the sound
environment is made completely accessible by the hearing instruments. CrossLink Directionality steers the microphone configuration of two hearing instruments to
support binaural sound processing by the brain. It is
the only truly binaural strategy, taking advantage of
scientifically proven listening strategies incorporating
acoustic effects and auditory spatial attention strategies3,4,5,6,7.

CrossLink Directionality uses Beltone’s 4th generation 2.4 GHz wireless technology to coordinate the
microphone modes between both ears for an optimal
binaural response. Front and rear speech detectors
on each hearing instrument estimate the location of
speech with respect to the listener. The environment
is also analyzed for the presence or absence of noise.
Through wireless transmission, the decision to switch
the microphone mode for one or both of the hearing
aids is made based on the inputs received by the four
speech detectors in the binaural set of devices. The
possible outcomes include a bilateral omnidirectional
response with Personal Sound ID, a bilateral directional response, or an asymmetric directional response.
These outcomes are derived from external research
regarding the optimal microphone responses of two
hearing instruments in different sound environments.
Table 1 provides the justification for each possible binaural microphone response.
CrossLink
Directionality Pattern

Research finding

Bilateral Omnidirectional with Personal
Sound ID

In quiet environments, a bilateral omnidirectional response is strongly preferred by
users8,9.

Bilateral Directional

A bilateral directional response provides the
greatest benefit when the speech signal is
predominantly in front of the listener10.

Asymmetric Omnidirectional and Directional

A directional response for one hearing instrument and an omnidirectional response for the
other hearing instrument can improve ease of
listening and awareness of surroundings as
compared to bilateral fixed directional fittings11,
without significantly degrading directional
benefit11,12. Further, when speech is to the
side of the listener in a noisy environment, the
best intelligibility can be achieved if the hearing
instrument on the same side as the speech is
in an omnidirectional mode and the opposite
hearing aid is in a directional mode13,14.

Table 1. Research study findings on optimal binaural microphone response
were instrumental in developing the four bilateral microphone responses of
CrossLink Directionality.

In-house data on speech recognition in noise tasks
supports the rationales for the different microphone
modes. Hearing impaired listeners were tested with different microphone mode configurations in conditions
that theoretically would favor a particular response.
When speech is presented from the front and noise
from behind the listener, a bilateral directional response
is expected to provide the most benefit, and CrossLink
Directionality will switch to bilateral directionality under
these conditions. Figure 3 illustrates how this microphone mode provides the most SNR improvement.
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Figure 3. With speech in front of the listener and noise from behind, a
bilateral directional response provides the most directional benefit. CrossLink
Directionality will switch to a bilateral directional microphone mode under
these conditions.

In contrast, speech occurring from another location
than in front can result in a directional deficit. When
speech was presented from on the right of the listener
and noise from the left, a directional deficit was demonstrated for a fixed asymmetrical directional condition.
In this condition, the right ear was always directional
and the left ear was always omnidirectional. CrossLink
Directionality also provides an asymmetric response
in these conditions, except that the system is steered
to provide directionality on the left ear and omnidirectionality on the right in this scenario. This ensures
audibility of the speech, allowing the wearer to make
use of the awareness listening strategy. As expected,
performance with CrossLink Directionality in this condition was not significantly different from omnidirectional,
meaning that the directional deficit was eliminated.
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Figure 4. When speech was presented from one side and noise from the
other, a directional deficit was noted for the asymmetrical condition, in which
the right ear was always directional. CrossLink Directionality also provides an
asymmetrical response in this situation, but with directionality on the left ear.
This erases the directional deficit, resulting in performance not significantly
different from omnidirectionality.

With a microphone steering strategy, it is critical that
the optimum mode is selected in each listening environment. Datalogging results from 29 trial participants
who wore the hearing aids for a 4-week period support that the steering of microphone modes provides
the desired response in varying listening situations.
These results indicated that the hearing instruments
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Figure 5. Results of datalogging showing average use time in different microphone mode configurations with CrossLink Directionality.

Enhancing localization and sound quality
with personal sound id
As evidenced, users fit with CrossLink Directionality are
likely to spend much of their hearing instrument use
time in relatively quiet conditions where a bilateral omnidirectional response will be selected. A strong preference for omnidirectionality in quiet listening conditions
has also been demonstrated, and this preference is
likely driven by sound quality. How could Beltone’s superior sound quality be made even better?
Consider sound quality in reproduced sound, such
as when listening to music or speech through stereo
headphones. If it is a stereo recording, it may be possible for the listener to perceive the sound as being
more to the left, to the right or in the center. However,
it will sound as if these sounds are occurring within the
head. Even if the quality of the sound reproduction is

The auditory system must construct this spatial representation by combining multiple cues from the acoustic input. These include differences in time of arrival of
sounds at each ear (Interaural Time Difference – ITD),
differences in level of sounds arriving at each ear (Interaural Level Difference – ILD) as well as spectral
pinna cues. Head movements also are important contributors as the auditory system quickly analyzes how
the relationships among these cues change. Disrupting
any of these cues interferes with spatial hearing, and it
is well-established that hearing aids may distort some
or all of them.
Personal Sound ID is a unique Beltone technology that
accounts for the three hearing instrument-related issues that can interfere with spatial cues:
1. Placement of the microphones above the pinna
in Behind-the-Ear (BTE) and Receiver-in-the-Ear
(RIE) styles removes spectral pinna cues18, 19.
2. Placement of the microphones above the pinna in
BTE and RIE styles distorts ILD20.
3. Independently functioning Wide Dynamic Range
Compression in two bilaterally fit hearing instruments can distort ILD21.

Open ear

How Personal Sound ID works
Personal Sound ID integrates two technologies to preserve the acoustic cues for spatial hearing: pinna restoration and binaural compression. Pinna restoration
compensates for the loss of spectral pinna cues and
allows an accurate estimate of the true ILD at the eardrum of the hearing instrument wearer. This processing uses dual microphones and works on the same
principle as directional processing. But whereas the
goal of directional processing is to maximize SNR improvement for sounds coming from a particular direction, the goal of pinna restoration is to provide directivity characteristics that resemble those of the open ear
canal for sounds coming from any angle. An example
of how the pinna restoration algorithm in spacing is
shown in Figure 6. These measurements are done on
the right ear. The upper panels show the attenuation
(red = no attenuation; blue = much attenuation) in the
open ear canal for sounds reaching the ear canal from
all angles around the head. Note that the least attenuation occurs on the right side, and the most occurs on
the left side. This is due mainly to the head shadow
effect. For angles from the front to behind the head
on the right side, the pattern of attenuation is largely
due to the pinna. The lower left panel shows the pattern of attenuation when the hearing aid microphone
is placed above the pinna as is the case for BTE and
RIE instruments. The distinctive pattern on the same
side of the head is radically changed from the open
ear condition. Compare this to the bottom right panel,
where measurements were made with the microphone
position above the pinna and Personal Sound ID activated. The characteristic pattern of attenuation on the
right side of the head is well-preserved.
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Spatial hearing refers to the listener’s ability to segregate the incoming stream of sound into auditory objects, resulting in an internal representation of the auditory scene. An auditory object is a perceptual estimate
of the sensory inputs that are coming from a distinct
physical item in the external world17. For example, auditory objects in a kitchen auditory scene might include
the sound of the refrigerator door opening, the sound
of the water running in the sink, and the sound of an
onion being chopped. The ability to form these auditory objects and place them in space allows the listener to rapidly and fluidly choose and shift attention
among these objects. Furthermore, the formation of an
auditory scene provides a natural-sounding listening
experience.

Coupler response
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they spent 78% of their use time in a bilateral omnidirectional microphone configuration and the remaining
22% of the time in a bilateral directional configuration15.

judged very highly, it won’t sound as if the listener is
actually in the real listening situation. Thus the sound
will lack an aspect of naturalness as it will lack the spaciousness of a real listening situation.

Frequency (kHz)

were in the Bilateral Omnidirectional mode with Personal Sound ID 78% of the time, and in some form
of directional mode (Bilateral Directional or Asymmetric Directional) 22% of the use time. This is roughly in
agreement with published research stating that omnidirectional processing is appropriate 70% of the time
and directional processing is beneficial the remaining
30% of the time6. In addition, it is exactly in agreement
with survey results from hearing aid users with switchable directionality who understood and used the directional feature. These users reported on average that
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Figure 6. The angle-dependent attenuation of different frequency sounds
for the open right ear, BTE microphone position and Personal Sound ID
pinna restoration. Dark red indicates little-to-no attenuation. Note how the
characteristic attenuation pattern for the open ear is emulated by Personal
Sound ID.

The other component of Personal Sound ID is a binaural compression algorithm, called Cross Ear Compression. This type of processing seeks to preserve ILD
cues that might be reduced when WDRC is applied independently in a pair of bilaterally fit devices. Because
sounds reaching the ear furthest from a sound source
will be less intense than sounds reaching the ear nearest to the sound source, WDRC will apply relatively
more gain to the softer sound at the far ear. While ILD
cues, which are most salient in the high frequencies,
play a lesser role in localization abilities than ITD cues,
preserving the natural relationship between ITD and
ILD cues is still an important determinant for accurate
spatialization22, 23.
The Cross Ear Compression component of Personal
Sound ID relies in part on the accuracy of the pinna
restoration and in part on the wireless exchange of
data between the two hearing instruments. The magnitude of the sound pressure at the ear drum is strongly affected by the angle to the sound source, resulting
in ILD of up to 20 dB as a function of incident angle
at high frequencies24, 25. Udesen and colleagues20 reported the effects on ILD of 46 different microphone
locations in and around the outer ear. While humans
are sensitive to ILD changes as small as .5 dB, they
revealed ILD errors of 30 dB and greater depending on
the interaction of angle of sound incidence and micro-

phone position. Some of the largest errors occurred for
positions typical of BTE and RIE hearing instruments.
Because a binaural compression algorithm seeks to
preserve ILD, it is critical to be able to estimate the
ILD that would correspond to that of the open ear. As
demonstrated in Figure 6, pinna restoration enables
this capability.
Consistent with the Beltone’s sound processing philosophy, Cross Ear Compression is inspired by the
physiology of the normally functioning ear. Many hearing care practitioners are familiar with the effects of efferent innervation in the auditory system. These effects
can be demonstrated via measurements of otoacoustic emissions (OAE). If one ear is stimulated, inhibition
of outer hair cell activity - as reflected in reduced amplitude of OAE - is observed in the opposite ear26,27. This
behavior suggests a reduction in sensitivity for the ear
furthest from salient sounds, which indicates that noise
suppression may be a benefit. This type of auditory efferent activity occurs when a signal is carried from the
stimulated ear to the brain, and the brain then sends a
control signal to the opposite ear. It relies on the crossing of information from both ears to both sides of the
brain. In the case of hearing loss due to hair cell damage, it can be assumed that auditory efferent activity is
reduced. The Beltone approach to binaural compression is unique in that it uses the wireless ear to ear
communication in the hearing instruments to emulate
the crossing of signals from ear to ear via the brain28.
The correction to hearing instrument gain in order to
preserve ILD will be carried out on the ear with the least
intense signal. This is to emulate the inhibitory effects
of auditory efferents. Other wireless hearing instrument
systems carry out binaural compression by correcting the gains on both devices by an amount that is
intended to account for binaural loudness summation
effects only.
Figure 7 illustrates how Personal Sound ID is modeled
after the natural ear including pinna restoration for an
accurate estimate of ILD, wireless exchange of information to emulate the crossing of signals between
ears, and the correction of ILD based on the ear with
the least intense signal to emulate inhibitory effects of
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Figure 7. The wireless link between hearing aids is analogous to the crossing
of signals between ears in the auditory system. This helps to emulate ILD
preservation in a way most similar to normal auditory processes.

Evidence for Personal Sound ID
Laboratory trials of localization performance with hearing impaired listeners showed a clear benefit of Personal Sound ID over omnidirectional processing. Figure 8 shows the improvement for 10 participants both
in terms of reduction of front-back confusions as well
as overall localization errors for sounds coming from
multiple angles around the listener. While the improvement in front-back localization can be attributed to the
pinna restoration alone, the overall improvement in localization relies on the combination of algorithms in Personal Sound ID.

With Personal Sound ID

Figure 8. Errors in front-back localization and overall localization errors for
sounds coming from multiple angles were reduced with Personal Sound ID.

Nine participants also wore hearing instruments programmed with only CrossLink Directionality and
CrossLink Directionality with Personal Sound ID™ in a
single-blinded crossover design. They completed the
Speech, Spatial and Qualities of Hearing (SSQ)29 and
a subjective rating questionnaire for each. One general finding was that ratings clustered in the positive
direction regardless of whether the participants were
evaluating CrossLink Directionality with or without
Personal Sound ID. This supports the superior performance and excellent sound quality of existing products such as Beltone First and Beltone Promise, which
feature CrossLink Directionality. No significant differences were observed between the conditions except
for “ease of listening” on the SSQ and tonal quality

on the subjective rating questionnaire. In both cases
CrossLink Directionality with Personal Sound ID was
assigned the significantly higher rating.

Summary
The brain can only process and analyze the sound environment based on the inputs received from the ears.
Traditional wireless solutions for transmission between
two hearing instruments can optimize the audibility
and beamforming characteristics of a fitting, but do
not necessary lead to a natural, binaural processing
of sound. The underlying assumptions made by such
systems are that the signal of interest is stable and
predictable, which is not the case in the majority of
real-world listening situations. Beltone´s sound signal
processing system is guided by the philosophy of providing a natural hearing experience. Therefore, CrossLink Directionality with Personal Sound ID allows for
the brain to receive the best possible representation of
the sound, by focusing on the user and natural sound
processing as opposed to the hearing instruments and
their prescribed signal of interest. With this approach,
the user determines the signal of interest. In addition,
Personal Sound ID preserves localization cues to allow
for true spatialization and the most natural listening experience ever realized with hearing instruments.
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